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Conversion Factors

SI to Inch/Pound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiply</th>
<th>By</th>
<th>To obtain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter (m)</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>foot (ft)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meter (m)</td>
<td>1.094</td>
<td>yard (yd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilometer (km)</td>
<td>0.6214</td>
<td>mile (mi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow rate</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter per second (m³/s)</td>
<td>70.05</td>
<td>acre-feet per day (acre-ft/d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter per second (m³/s)</td>
<td>35.31</td>
<td>cubic foot per second (ft³/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cubic meter per second (m³/s)</td>
<td>22.83</td>
<td>million gallons per day (Mgal/d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temperature in degrees Celsius (°C) may be converted to degrees Fahrenheit (°F) as follows:
°F = (1.8 × °C) + 32.

Datum

Horizontal coordinate information is referenced to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83).

By Jason B. Dunham\textsuperscript{1}, Eric B. Taylor\textsuperscript{2}, and Fred W. Allendorf\textsuperscript{3}

Introduction

Many of the World’s rivers are influenced by large dams (>15 m high) most of which have fragmented formerly continuous habitats, and significantly altered fish passage, natural flow, temperature, and sediment fluxes (Nilsson and others, 2005; Arthington, 2012; Liermann and others, 2012). In the Pacific Northwest, dams on major rivers have been a major focus for fishery managers, primarily in regard to passage of anadromous salmonids (principally Pacific salmon and steelhead trout \textit{Oncorhynchus mykiss}, for example, Ferguson and others, 2011), but more recently other species, such as Pacific lamprey \textit{(Entosphenus tridentatus)} and resident (non-anadromous) salmonids, are receiving more attention (Neraas and Spruell, 2001; Moser and others, 2002; Muhlfeld and others, 2012). In the case of resident salmonids, fish can adopt a wide range of migratory behaviors that often bring them into mainstem rivers where they can come into direct contact with large dams. When this occurs, some of the most important direct effects of dams on salmonids include barriers to upstream and downstream movement and mortality associated with entrainment within the dam or spill over dams. Biologically, these direct impacts can lead to (1) disruption of natural historical (pre-dam) genetic and demographic connectivity among local populations, (2) loss of access to historically used migratory destinations, (3) loss of individuals to the population through mortality associated with entrainment.

In this report, we address these issues for the case of Boundary Dam, located immediately south of the Canadian border on the lower Pend Oreille River in northeastern Washington (fig. 1). Specifically, we addressed the following objectives:

- Evaluate the justification for bull trout \textit{(Salvelinus confluentus)} passing over Boundary Dam in the context of likely historical patterns of gene flow that occurred prior to dam construction, current patterns of movement, and status of existing populations.
- Assess the role of passage over Boundary Dam, in the context of other factors in the system that may influence the feasibility of establishing a self-sustaining bull trout population in the Boundary system.

\textsuperscript{1} U.S. Geological Survey.
\textsuperscript{2} University of British Columbia, Department of Zoology, Biodiversity Research Centre and Beaty Biodiversity Museum.
\textsuperscript{3} University of Montana, Division of Biological Sciences.
Figure 1. Map of the Boundary system, indicating contemporary patches (see appendix B) of suitable habitat for bull trout in the Pend Oreille River, northeastern Washington. Boxplots indicate available habitat under each scenario (blue highlighted box corresponds to this map). Unique colors for stream lines represent individual patches, with the exception of the mainstem Pend Oreille River, which is not a suitable patch and shown for context only.
The Boundary System—Synopsis of Relevant Details

Definition of the Boundary System

For the purposes of this document, we define the Boundary system as that section of the Pend Oreille River bounded by tailrace of Boundary Dam downstream and upstream by Albeni Falls Dam (fig. 1). Boundary Dam is the main focus herein. It is located on the lower Pend Oreille River near the United States-Canada border, and was constructed in 1967. Additional details on the dam and the Boundary system are available elsewhere (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012), and we refer specifically only to those that are directly relevant to our objectives.

Relicensing of Boundary Dam

In 2012, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service issued a Biological Opinion on the proposed relicensing of the Boundary Dam, with a focus on the effects of dam operations on threatened bull trout (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1999). In addition to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, parties involved in this process included Seattle City Light, the Pend Oreille County Public Utility District, U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Kalispel Tribe of Indians, Selkirk Conservation Alliance, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, Washington State Department of Ecology, the Lands Council, and American Whitewater (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012). The Biological Opinion provides a wealth of detail on the issues concerning bull trout in the Boundary System, but the most relevant provisions (with respect to the objectives addressed herein) include the following:

- Evaluation of upstream fish passage over Boundary Dam.
- Restoration of connectivity in tributary systems by removing fish passage barriers.
- Instream and riparian restoration to benefit fish habitat in tributaries.
- Eradication and suppression of non-native salmonids.
- Identification of bull trout habitat that is more likely to be resilient in the face of climate change.

A focal point of uncertainty identified in the Biological Opinion concerns upstream passage over Boundary Dam (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012, p. 223):

“Seattle City Light, in coordination with the Service, shall convene an expert scientific panel to review existing bull trout population genetics and life history information with the objective of establishing the natural historical connectivity between Salmo and Lake Pend Oreille bull trout consistent with bull trout recovery goals. The panel will also consider the potential implications to bull trout recovery in the Upper Columbia Headwaters River Recovery Unit4 due to passing Salmo River bull trout over Boundary Dam.”

This requirement for Seattle City Light, as requested by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, is a major focus of this document. Our review herein begins by directly addressing the issue of passage of bull trout over Boundary Dam, followed by consideration of reintroduction as a means of establishing a self-sustaining population of bull trout in the Boundary system. These topics also cover the two objectives stated in the introduction, which address a slightly broader range of issues than specified directly by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Biological Opinion.

---

4 Note that the Boundary system is now classified as part of the Northeast Washington River Areas Recovery Unit (http://www.fws.gov/pacific/bulltrout/Recovery.html).
Passage of Bull Trout over Boundary Dam

Historical Context of Connectivity between Salmo River and Boundary System Bull Trout

One of the proposed actions in the Biological Opinion is the upstream passage of bull trout that aggregate in the tailrace of the Boundary Dam such that they might contribute to establishment of a self-sustaining population in the Boundary system. Bull trout in the tailrace originate from at least two known sources—fish that have migrated upstream to the Boundary system from the Salmo River located downstream of the dam (fig. 1) and fish that have passed downstream through the dam and that originated upstream of Albeni Falls Dam (Prince, 2010; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012). This section of the report addresses two aspects of the panel’s terms of reference (p. 1):

1. An analysis and description of the natural historical connectivity between Salmo River and Lake Pend Oreille bull trout.

2. An analysis and evaluation of passing Salmo River bull trout over Boundary Dam.

Natural Historical Connectivity

To understand connectivity within the Boundary system, it is important to begin with an understanding of the broader evolutionary history of bull trout. Across their geographic range, bull trout consist of two major evolutionary genetic groups—a coastal and an interior group (Leary and others, 1993; Taylor and others, 1999; Ardren and others, 2011). Bull trout within the Boundary system belong to the interior group, but this group itself is further subdivided into two subgroups (Ardren and others, 2011; DeHaan and others, unpub. data, 2013). One of the subgroups predominates in the upper Kootenai, Blackfoot, Bitterroot, and lower Flathead Rivers, whereas the other subgroup predominates in the Lake Pend Oreille, upper Priest River, and Clark Fork River. Samples from the Pend Oreille River downstream of Boundary Dam and from the South Salmo River were a mixture of both subgroups. Recent analysis of microsatellite loci (appendix A) also suggests that fish sampled from the South Salmo River (but less so for fish from Clearwater Creek, a high gradient tributary of the Salmo River in British Columbia, Canada) show signs of genetic similarity to bull trout from multiple areas upstream of the Boundary system (that is, the Priest/Lake Pend Oreille/Clark Fork, etc.). Previous analyses (for example, Bettles and others, 2005) indicate that the Salmo River system bull trout are highly genetically distinct from areas upstream. Notwithstanding the distinction reported by Bettles and others (2005); when two localities within the Salmo River system (South Salmo River and Clearwater Creek) are considered as distinct localities and analyzed with 12 others from the Priest River/Lake Pend Oreille/Clark Fork River systems; the South Salmo River (and to a much lesser extent Clearwater Creek) show signs of similarity to fish from upstream areas in the Priest River (Uleda Creek and Middle Fork East River) and (to a lesser extent) Lake Pend Oreille (Trestle Creek) systems (appendix A).
The previously mentioned observations are consistent with the general hypothesis that fish from the Salmo River system and the Boundary system and upstream share a common biogeographic history (that is, they were founded by a closely related set of interior groups). These observations also may suggest that since founding, there has been, at least historically, dispersal and gene flow between the Salmo River and populations within the Boundary system. Analyses of the microsatellite data also indicate that there has been at least some historical gene flow between Salmo River and upstream areas (appendix A). In this sense, the Salmo River and bull trout upstream may have experienced some “evolutionary genetic connectivity.” Consequently, at least in terms of evolutionary group (and not necessarily locally adaptive characteristics; Fraser and others, 2011), Salmo River bull trout may be a good evolutionary “match” with fish from areas farther upstream (Dunham and others, 2011). Lowe and Allendorf (2010) noted that genetic connectivity does not imply that the two areas were interconnected in any meaningful demographic (ecological) sense; that is, in that movement of individual bull trout between these two areas was not necessarily significant in terms of sustaining bull trout in either area.

**Contemporary Ecological Connectivity**

There are at least two reasons why caution is needed in inferring ecological (or demographic) connectivity from genetic data alone (Lowe and Allendorf, 2010) and in using such data to justify actions to establish connectivity between populations that are now isolated. First, the genetic connectivity (inferred from genetic similarity) may be a remnant signal of historical connectivity that is of little to no relevance in more recent times. For instance, evidence from the microsatellite loci indicates that Clearwater Creek and the South Salmo River are part of the same interior genetic group (and subgroup) (appendix A) which, coupled with their close geographic proximity, also could be interpreted as suggesting current high interlocality dispersal and demographic connectivity. By contrast, when the genetic data are used in a different analysis to actually test for contemporary dispersal between these areas, the two areas in the Salmo River appear to be completely isolated from one another even though they are separated by only about 55 km (appendix A). By contrast, similar tests for interlocality dispersal suggest extensive contemporary movement between the Middle Fork East River and one of its tributary streams, Uleda Creek (both also of the same interior subgroup), of the Priest River system, which are only a few kilometers from one another. Consequently, contemporary isolation-by-distance can greatly modify historical genetic connectivity (appendix A). Second, demographic connectivity depends on the proportion of fish in an area that are immigrants from another area whereas evolutionary genetic connectivity depends on the absolute number of individuals exchanged (Allendorf and Phelps, 1981). Consequently, only a small number of individuals moving between localities (one in the extreme case, Lowe and Allendorf, 2010) may result in some non-zero estimate of evolutionary genetic connectivity (for example, indirect measures such as the fixation index \(F_{ST}\)—the proportion of total variance in allele frequencies attributable to differences between localities) that may have little to no meaning demographically. Stated another way, any given measure of genetic connectivity derived by collecting data, such as microsatellite allele frequencies and calculating \(F_{ST}\), can be observed under entirely different demographic scenarios (for example, different effective population sizes \(N_e\) and interpopulation migration rates \(m\), see appendix A and Lowe and Allendorf, 2010). The take away message is that without reasonable estimates of critical demographic parameters (such as \(N_e\)) for potentially interacting populations, indirect inferences of demographic connectivity based on genetic estimates of similarity (such as by \(F_{ST}\)) are problematic. Furthermore, even direct estimates of connectivity using genetic data (for example, by individual genetic assignment methods) are difficult to relate to demographic connectivity without an understanding of how such immigrants contribute, or if they even do, to vital rates of recipient populations (Lowe and Allendorf, 2010). Consequently, if
passage of fish upstream (or downstream) of the Boundary Dam was initiated, it would be important to physically tag each fish and obtain tissue samples for DNA analysis, such that the potential demographic or genetic contribution of these fish to recipient populations could be investigated.

Looking beyond inferences based on molecular genetic markers, it also is important to note the existence of two geomorphological barriers to upstream movement from the Salmo River into the Boundary system, as noted in the Biological Opinion (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012, p. 164):

“Bull trout that originate downstream of Boundary Dam would come from the Salmo River, a tributary to the Pend Oreille River approximately 4.3 miles downstream of Boundary Dam. Historically, Salmo River bull trout are thought to have been able to migrate upstream to Metaline Falls (USFWS 2002; Gillin and Pizzimenti 2004; DeHaan and Ardren 2007). Metaline Falls and Z Canyon are thought to have been significant obstacles for migratory fish. Anadromous species were restricted to the lower Pend Oreille River (below Metaline Falls), but Metaline Falls and Z Canyon are not entirely impassable (Gilbert and Everman 1895; DeHaan and Ardren 2007).”

The influence of these barriers in the system and patterns of molecular genetic variability within the Boundary system are consistent with the interpretation that, before construction of the Boundary Dam completely eliminated the possibility of movement upstream past the dam, gene flow and demographic support were both almost surely limited in their extent and significance in the Boundary system—at least with respect to the question of connectivity between the Salmo River and populations of bull trout upstream.

In summary, the available molecular genetic data clearly indicate a common or nearly common historical origin for bull trout in the Salmo River drainage and those in upstream areas of the Boundary system and Pend Oreille River Basin. These same data also indicate that the Salmo River is currently highly genetically isolated from fish upstream in the Boundary system and farther upstream areas of the Pend Oreille River Basin. Certainly, a high degree of population genetic divergence is commonly encountered in bull trout complexes (Leary and others, 1993; Costello and others, 2003). Simulations under a model of complete isolation indicate that the current mean level of genetic subdivision between the Salmo River and upstream areas ($F_{ST} = 0.17$) is highly unlikely to have arisen since the closure of the Boundary Dam in 1966 (about 10 generations, appendix A) implying that the present degree of genetic distinction is not an artifact of dam construction. Even within the Salmo River system, genetic divergence is high; the South Salmo River and Clearwater Creek differed by $F_{ST} = 0.12$; and there are no known migration barriers between these spawning areas. The natural evolution of genetic differentiation between the Salmo River system and upstream areas is further supported by the greater distance between them and the presence of physical movement barriers in the Boundary system that existed prior to dam construction. Genetic measures of connectivity are difficult to relate directly to demographic connectivity without much more detailed information on actual fish movement and the fates of interpopulation dispersers. Consequently, there is no compelling evidence that bull trout from the Salmo River have historically interacted with fish from upstream areas in any way that would have been significant to the persistence of bull trout in the Boundary system or farther upstream. The weight of evidence from the preceding analyses indicates that passage of bull trout in the tailrace of Boundary Dam upstream over the dam as a way of “reconnecting” the historically interacting populations is not supported from what we can infer about the biology of the system. If, despite these findings, a management decision is made to allow for upstream passage of bull trout originating from upstream over Boundary Dam, it would be important to provide real-time genetic analyses (DeHaan and others, 2011) to ensure the origins of fish passing over the dam are known.
Feasibility of Establishing Bull Trout in the Boundary System

Passage of bull trout over the Boundary Dam is an important issue in itself, but we decided to additionally consider passage within the broader context of the larger goal of establishing a self-sustaining population of bull trout in the Boundary system. This is important to address the broader objective of contributing to recovery of bull trout in general (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2002). Although records show that local populations of bull trout likely existed in the system prior to dams, there are no known self-sustaining populations extant between Albeni Falls Dam and Boundary Dam (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012). Re-establishment of a self-sustaining population of bull trout could be realized through natural recolonization or by active means (transfer of fish from outside of the Boundary system).

The probability that natural recolonization will establish a self-sustaining population of bull trout in the Boundary system seems low, based on several lines of evidence. Our finding of low levels of contemporary gene flow and the existence of pre-dam barriers to upstream movement provide little support for an ecologically significant connection between the Salmo River downstream and the Boundary system. It also seems unlikely that sufficient numbers of colonists will arrive from sources upstream of Albeni Falls Dam (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012, p. 125). Although numbers of bull trout entering the Boundary system from the Priest River and Lake Pend Oreille systems are low at present (<10 fish per year), construction of passage facilities at upstream dams (Albeni Falls and Box Canyon) by 2025 may improve the chances of natural recolonization in the future (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012). Even if passage is restored, however, the presence of natural upstream movement barriers in tributaries to the Boundary system; their distance from extant sources of colonists; and the currently depressed status of many of the upstream sources indicates that natural recolonization is unlikely. The propensity of bull trout to exhibit strong natal homing may further reduce the probability of natural recolonization. In addition to upstream dams, isolation of the Boundary system may be further exacerbated by an increasing number of nonnative fish that have colonized and expanded throughout the Boundary system (Sanderson and others, 2009; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012).

Given the previously mentioned conditions, if a self-sustaining population is to be established in the short term (within the next 10–20 years), a more active approach to reintroduction may be warranted. This would involve the transfer of fish from a donor population to a suitable location within the Boundary system with the expectation that those fish would establish a self-sustaining population. Before such an effort is attempted, it is worthwhile to consider the feasibility of reintroduction (Dunham and others, 2011). Here we follow the framework proposed by Dunham and others (2011; with additional modifications) to evaluate the case for reintroduction in the Boundary system.

The framework described by Dunham and others (2011) involves an assessment of several different elements that can drive the success of a reintroduction, including:
- Evaluation of the probability that a given location was occupied historically;
- Determination that natural recolonization is unlikely;
- Assessment of the suitability of current and future habitat conditions; and
- Evaluation of the suitability of alternative donor populations to serve as a source of individuals for a reintroduction.
Here we provide additional consideration of the potential influences of nonnative salmonids, namely brook trout (*Salvelinus fontinalis*), as this species may pose significant threats to bull trout in the Boundary system. We also provide a more explicit consideration of the effects of climate change on spawning and early rearing habitats for bull trout in the system. These are discussed in turn below. Ultimately, a more formal process beyond the scope of this work may be warranted as the decision to conduct a reintroduction involves an investment of a large amount of resources over many years. Currently an estimate for the annual cost of the Clackamas River bull trout reintroduction is approximately $250,000 USD per year (Chris Allen, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, oral commun., 2014).

**Historical Occupancy and Likelihood of Natural Recolonization**

The considerations for reintroductions mentioned in the preceding section were discussed previously in reference to the Boundary system. Based on existing evidence, it is likely that bull trout had historically established self-sustaining populations in one or more of the tributaries to the Boundary system, and it is unlikely in the near future that recolonization will occur without active assistance (that is, transferring fish into the Boundary system from a donor population outside of the system).

**Current and Future Habitat Suitability**

Based on our habitat mapping procedure (appendix B) we identified stream networks that are currently suitable for bull trout in the Boundary system (fig. 1). Results indicated widespread availability of suitable habitat in the basin, including a few relatively large stream networks with more than 40 km of available habitat. Because our habitat mapping procedure relied strongly on temperature, we evaluated the potential effects of climate change on availability of suitable habitat. To do so, we modeled incrementally increasing water temperatures by 2–4 °C to evaluate potential loss of habitats. This level of increase is based on analyses of climate warming in streams across the Western United States (Arismendi and others, 2012; Isaak and others, 2012), although these studies are based on limited data. Furthermore, many of the required habitat restoration actions in the Boundary system may offset the effects of climate change by restoring instream flow and riparian shading, both of which should be expected to result in lower stream temperatures. In any case, it is useful to evaluate potential climate warming scenarios, even if we cannot precisely predict what will happen in the future at this point.

Increases of 2 °C across all stream reaches resulted in a substantial contraction of available habitat (fig. 2) but larger (>40 km of available habitat) patches were still available. Doubling the temperature increase to 4 °C above contemporary stream temperatures resulted in reducing all patch sizes to less than 20 km of suitable stream habitat (fig. 3).

Temperature is not the only important change expected with climate change. Other effects of climate change may be important, and were not considered here, namely the possibility of lower low flows (Stewart and others, 2005; Luce and Holden, 2009; Luce and others, 2013) and increasing probability of winter flooding (Wenger and others, 2011). Although these impacts from climate change may be important, previous work considering these variables was based on presence of bull trout at sites (Wenger and others, 2011), and we assumed here broader changes in fragmentation of habitat (for example, patch size and connectivity, as driven by availability of cold water) are higher order controls on the persistence of bull trout (Dunham and Rieman, 1999; Dunham and others, 2002b). In forthcoming work, we will better understand the role of hydrological variability in driving the presence of bull trout in patches, as opposed to sites (by means of the Rangewide Bull Trout Vulnerability Assessment, [http://www.doi.gov/csc/northwest/news/research-highlight-vulnerability-assessment-for-threatened-bull-trout.cfm](http://www.doi.gov/csc/northwest/news/research-highlight-vulnerability-assessment-for-threatened-bull-trout.cfm)).
Figure 2. Map of suitable habitat available under a 2 °C warming scenario in the Boundary system, lower Pend Oreille River, northeastern Washington. Boxplots indicate available habitat under each scenario (blue highlighted box corresponds to this map). Unique colors for stream lines represent individual patches, with the exception of the mainstem Pend Oreille River, which is not a suitable patch and shown for context only.
Figure 3. Map of suitable habitat available under a 4 °C warming scenario in the Boundary system, lower Pend Oreille River, northeastern Washington. Boxplots indicate available habitat under each scenario (blue highlighted box corresponds to this map). Unique colors for stream lines represent individual patches, with the exception of the mainstem Pend Oreille River, which is not a suitable patch and shown for context only.
Threats from Nonnative Brook Trout

Although several species of nonnative fishes may pose threats to bull trout, nonnative brook trout is the most relevant within the Boundary system. Nonnative brook trout are well-established throughout tributaries to the Boundary system (McLellan, 2001; Andonaegui, 2003). Although nonnative brook trout sometimes hybridize with or have adverse ecological effects on bull trout (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2002), it is difficult to predict the outcomes of species interactions on a local level. A recent large-scale analysis of the effects of brook trout on bull trout presence at sites throughout the upper Columbia River basin revealed only weak effects (decreased probability of presence; Wenger and others, 2011), with studies distributed across Washington yielding similar results (Dunham and others, 2003). In spite of the generally weak relationship between brook trout and bull trout, it is possible that threats from brook trout could be greater in some locations within the Boundary system. Greater effects seem likely in the Boundary system relative to other areas where established populations of bull trout may have some resistance to brook trout invasion, simply because bull trout have already been replaced by brook trout.

Although we have a poor understanding of factors that mediate interactions between brook and bull trout, it is reasonable to hypothesize that several factors may increase resistance of bull trout populations to brook trout invasion, including: populations that occupy very cold systems (less suitable physiologically for brook trout); populations that express a strong migratory life history (which is not strongly expressed in nonnative brook trout; Dunham and others, 2002a); or populations of bull trout with high densities of individuals. Measures taken to control brook trout in the Boundary system (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012) may be needed at least in the initial (pre-establishment) phases of a bull trout reintroduction to ensure that a self-sustaining population is established. Complete control of brook trout in the Boundary system is unlikely without major investments (Buktenica and others, 2013). Even if control is successful in the short term, over the long term, the possibility of unauthorized reintroductions of brook trout could be problematic (Rahel, 2004). Ultimately, the long-term success of a reintroduction may be more dependent on maintaining conditions that are believed to confer an ecological advantage to bull trout, relative to brook trout. This has been termed “managing for coexistence” in the case of brook trout (Dunham and others, 2002a). Because we understand little about the feasibility of this alternative, future study or focused monitoring may be warranted to evaluate the assumptions (hypotheses) behind it.

Suitability of Available Donor Populations

Suitability of donor populations for a reintroduction is conditioned on several factors, including (1) a sufficiently close evolutionary genetic match to the recipient system; (2) sufficient numbers of individuals to support a reintroduction; (3) lack of parasites, disease, or other factors that would be undesirable to introduce to the recipient habitat. Here we consider the possibility of suitable donor populations upstream and downstream of the Boundary system.

Downstream of the Boundary system, the only available donor population of bull trout is represented by the Salmo River. Although Salmo River bull trout share a common evolutionary history with bull trout upstream in the Boundary system (that is, connectivity on a timescale of >10³ years), as previously detailed, it is unlikely that Salmo River bull trout have contributed genetically or demographically to populations upstream in more contemporary (<10³ years) time frames. Accordingly, as previously emphasized, passage of bull trout from the Salmo River upstream over the Boundary Dam would represent movement of fish that was not likely to occur to any demographically significant degree prior to dam construction.
Whereas many bull trout populations may be considered to share a common evolutionary history, local populations often lack sufficient numbers of individuals available to support a reintroduction, as seems likely in the case of the Salmo River. Using guidelines discussed by Rieman and Allendorf (2001), Dunham and others (2011) suggested that no donor population should be considered unless it had at least 1,000 spawners in any given year. More recently, Frankham and others (2014) suggested that the “50:500” rule for minimum effective population size, upon which the 1,000 spawners per year idea is largely based, may be too liberal for protection both of short-term levels of genetic diversity and long-term evolutionary potential of populations (that is, minimum sizes of donor populations should be even higher). Regardless of the exact value of proposed threshold values, the estimated population size of the Salmo River population is far below such proposed thresholds. Twelve years of redd count data (1998–2009) suggest that this index of the number of spawners in the Salmo River system is generally low and fluctuated between 38 and 109 redds per year (Hagen and Decker, 2011). Actual population sizes were estimated at fewer than 50 to as many as 250 adults, with a decreasing trend through time (Hagen and Decker, 2011). Further, the Salmo River population is one of the five core areas for bull trout in the upper Columbia-Arrow Ecological Drainage Unit (British Columbia categorization) and was assessed an overall status of “High Risk” given low population sizes and risk factors (water temperatures, degraded habitats, and brook trout hybridization and displacement) that were considered to be high to moderate for scope, severity, and immediacy. Hagen and Decker (2011) concluded that the Salmo River population was one of the “most threatened bull trout populations” (ranking system based on U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2005; Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada, 2012) in British Columbia. Finally, Prince (2010) documented the presence of seven bull trout that were radio-tagged in the Salmo River and tracked to the tailrace of the Boundary Dam. Such observations may suggest a degree of historical demographic interconnectedness between the Salmo River and areas upstream in the Boundary system and could be used as a rationale for passing Salmo River fish upstream of Boundary Dam. The fish tracked by Prince (2010), however, were subadult fish, not mature adults, and subadults are well known to make foraging movements from tributaries to lakes or larger rivers before returning to tributaries to spawn (Taylor and others, 2014). Consequently, the passage of pre-reproductive, foraging bull trout upstream of the Boundary Dam would eliminate the possibility that they could successfully return downstream and spawn in their natal Salmo River, which would put further pressure on an already at-risk population (notwithstanding occasional survival of adults that move downstream through Boundary Dam; Prince, 2010). At the risk of some stress imposed on fish downstream of the spillway, it is possible that a sorting facility could use real-time DNA assays to identify Salmo River fish and pass only fish that could be confidently identified as originating from upstream areas (Nerass and Spruell, 2001). Further, while it is possible that not passing all fish upstream (or downstream of Boundary Dam) may limit foraging opportunities in the Boundary system, we have previously argued that use of these upstream areas was likely minor and that the risks of upstream or downstream passage, therefore, likely outweigh any potential benefits. Fish not passed upstream of Boundary Dam possibly could be susceptible to entrainment at the Seven Mile and Waneta Dams downstream of Boundary Dam.
In an upstream direction, the possibility of available donors for reintroduction from populations upstream of the Boundary system seems much more likely. According to the most recent review of the status of bull trout in the United States (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2008), a conservative estimate of the number of adult bull trout in the Lake Pend Oreille Core Area indicates at least 2,500 fish; and that numbers in the system appear stable and threats to bull trout are considered to be moderate and non-imminent. Fish from this Core Area currently contribute the limited number of bull trout that do enter the Boundary system from upstream. Outside of the Pend Oreille Core Area, upstream prospects for additional candidate donor populations for a possible reintroduction into the Boundary system seem less likely. For example, in the Priest Lake Core Area, numbers of adult bull trout are low (<250 individuals), declining, and facing substantial and imminent threats. Populations upstream of Lake Pend Oreille (for example, Clark Fork system) are more evolutionarily divergent and generally more at risk relative to the Lake Pend Oreille Core Area (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2008). Evaluation of more recent information on these potential donor populations is warranted if a decision is made to consider the feasibility of a reintroduction.

A final consideration that is often invoked in the case of bull trout is migratory behavior. As with many salmonid fishes, bull trout exhibit “partial migration,” a condition whereby some individuals complete their life cycles within their natal stream; whereas others migrate to migratory destinations, such as large rivers, lakes, reservoirs, and marine habitats (Dodson and others, 2013). Various naming conventions, based on alternative destinations of migratory individuals, have been applied. Within freshwaters, migratory individuals have been classified as potamodromous (Myers, 1949). Various terms applied within this class of migrations include fluvial (residents that complete their life cycle within a limited home range), fluvial-adfluvial (migrations from rivers into tributaries to spawn), lacustrine-adfluvial (migrations from lakes into upstream tributaries to spawn), and alllacustrine (migration from lake into lake outlets to spawn or access spawning tributaries; Varley and Gresswell, 1988). Each of these behaviors are known to be expressed in bull trout and other closely related charrs, although the diversity of habitats used by these species can defy simple classification (Dunham and others, 2008) and individuals can exhibit different migratory behaviors within their lifetime (Armstrong and Bond, 2013). Furthermore, it is clear from research on a variety of salmonids, including charrs, that genetic divergence between individuals expressing different migratory behaviors in partially migratory species is generally low to non-existent, and thus different behaviors can emerge from common gene pools (Dodson and others, 2013). Expression of diversity of migratory behaviors in bull trout and similar species is highly plastic. In terms of selection of a donor population, this means that fish within receiving habitats may adopt migratory behaviors that are different from the donor. There are few examples for the case of bull trout in particular, but the case of reintroduction into the Clackamas River is instructive. In this case, bull trout from populations with strong expression of lacustrine-adfluvial life behavior (the Metolius River) were translocated into the upper Clackamas River to re-establish a self-sustaining population (Barry and others, 2014). Unlike the donor source, few of the translocated individuals exhibited lacustrine-adfluvial migrations, with the vast majority exhibiting fluvial-adfluvial (riverine migration and tributary spawning) behaviors. This finding, although from a case study, is arguably not different than may be expected given the well-known flexibility of migratory behavior in charrs.
In summary, the proposed action of passing Salmo River bull trout upstream of the Boundary Dam in an attempt to contribute to the re-establishment of bull trout in the Boundary system is not biologically justifiable because (1) existing evidence casts doubt on the likelihood that there was a significant degree of demographic connectedness between Salmo River and bull trout populations in the Boundary system prior to construction of Boundary Dam and (2) passage upstream of Boundary Dam of even a small number of fish that originated in the Salmo River would contribute to increasing the risk to the persistence of bull trout in the Salmo River, which already has a current conservation status of “High Risk.” Similarly, upstream passage of bull trout in the tailwater of Boundary Dam is not warranted for fish that originated upstream, because upstream passage was unlikely before the dam was constructed. This is due to the low probability of fish naturally returning upstream over natural barriers (waterfalls) that were historically present in the system. In short, there is no compelling evidence to indicate that passage of bull trout, regardless of population origin, over Boundary Dam is warranted. In contrast, populations of bull trout upstream of the Boundary system offer some opportunity to serve as a donor for a potential reintroduction, if considered as a means of establishing a self-sustaining population of bull trout. Additional evaluation of potential donor populations would be warranted (for example, screening for pathogens, selection of life stages to utilize, etc.; Dunham and others, 2011) if a reintroduction is to be more comprehensively evaluated in the future.

Conclusions and Recommendations

With respect to the stated objectives of this review and our interpretation of the intent of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Biological Opinion (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012), we offer the following conclusions, based on our review of the best available scientific evidence.

Evaluation of Passing Bull Trout over Boundary Dam

Our review of likely historical patterns of gene flow that occurred prior to construction of Boundary Dam, current patterns of movement, and the status of existing populations all suggest that passage of bull trout over Boundary Dam, regardless of direction (upstream or downstream) or origin (bull trout from the Salmo River or upstream of the Boundary system) offers limited opportunity to benefit bull trout in the Boundary system. Upstream passage of Salmo River bull trout in particular may pose significant risks to persistence of bull trout in the Salmo River immediately downstream (compare discussion in Nerass and Spruell, 2001, and DeHaan and others, 2011, with respect to passing fish upstream of the Cabinet Gorge Dam). In this regard, all available lines of evidence are in agreement.

Establishing a Self-Sustaining Population in the Boundary System

In the broader context of recovery of bull trout in the Upper Columbia River Recovery Unit and lower Pend Oreille Core Area in particular (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2002, 2008), establishing a self-sustaining population represents a fundamental goal (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012). The most likely means of attaining this goal within the foreseeable future is through a more detailed consideration of the feasibility of a reintroduction. Although the essential elements that contribute to the potential feasibility of a reintroduction are present in the Boundary system (that is, there is no evidence to conclusively exclude reintroduction as an alternative), a more formal and comprehensive evaluation is needed. In this regard, the major uncertainties we identified were linked to effectiveness of proposed
actions to restore physical habitat conditions and control nonnative brook trout in tributary systems; the future effects of climate change on availability of suitable spawning and rearing habitats; and availability of a suitable donor population for a potential reintroduction. With respect to Boundary Dam, we found no evidence to indicate that passage of bull trout over the dam will contribute significantly to the likelihood of establishing a self-sustaining population of bull trout in the Boundary system.

More generally, we find significant opportunity to improve the quality of conditions for coldwater species and bull trout in particular, in the tributaries of the Boundary system. Additional work would provide a more comprehensive assessment of opportunities and the likelihood that any resulting actions would succeed in the face of climate change. Managing passage over Boundary Dam, however, is unlikely to improve the status of bull trout in the Boundary system and may pose substantial risks to other affected populations (for example, Salmo River). Although many of the actions in tributary habitats specified in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Biological Opinion (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2012) appear promising, linking them more directly to the goal of establishing a self-sustaining population of bull trout in the Boundary system and a more formal evaluation of management alternatives seems warranted, given the large investment at stake and pervasive uncertainties about their likelihood of success.
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Appendix A. Molecular Genetic Insights into Connectivity between Salmo River Bull Trout and Populations Upstream of Albeni Falls Dam (Priest River, Lake Pend Oreille, Clark Fork River)

As part of the Genetics Panel’s activities, we reviewed existing genetic data and information that was relevant to the question of the degree of connectivity between bull trout from the Salmo River and areas upstream of the Boundary Dam (from the end of the last ice age to post-dam construction). This included reviewing existing literature and some new genetic analyses of microsatellite loci data that were provided by Patrick DeHaan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, written commun., 2013; see also Bettles and others, 2005; DeHaan and Ardren, 2007).

Inferences of Historical and Contemporary Genetic Connectivity

The baseline genetic microsatellite genotypes of Bettles and others (2005) and DeHaan and Ardren (2007) has been augmented by increasing geographic sample and genetic locus coverage. For the following analysis, we used data on 13 populations assayed at 18 microsatellite loci (Patrick DeHaan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpub. data, 2013. The samples included a representative range of areas from the Salmo River (Clearwater Creek and South Salmo River), the Priest River watershed (Uleda Creek, Indian Creek, Upper Priest River, Middle Fork East River, and Gold Creek), the Lake Pend Oreille drainage (Granite Creek, Trestle Creek, and Johnson Creek), and the Clark Fork River system (Albert Creek, Copper Creek, and upper Rock Creek). Owing to long computation times for some analyses, we did not use all available populations in the database (> 40), but instead used population samples from the Salmo River system and a representative set of population samples from each of the Priest River, Lake Pend Oreille, and Clark Fork River systems.

The analysis consisted of an explicit test of the hypothesis that there has been no, or very limited, historical genetic connectivity between Salmo River bull trout and areas upstream of Boundary Dam using the coalescent approach implemented in the MIGRATE software (Beerli, 2012). The MIGRATE analysis is not meant to provide realistic estimates of actual genetic connectivity, but rather is intended simply to explore the idea of potential relative levels of connectivity amongst sample areas. Next, we used the Bayesian model-based clustering analysis of STRUCTURE (Falush and others, 2003) to assess the degree of subdivision of bull trout into different genetic groupings, as well as the extent to which bull trout from the different sample areas consist of mixtures of fish from these different genetic groups. The observation of fish that consist of such genetic mixtures would be consistent with the idea of genetic connectivity between fish from different areas (but which could be a result of historical or contemporary movement and breeding of bull trout in different areas, or both). Finally, we used genetic assignment and exclusion tests implemented in GENECLASS (Piry and others, 2004) to test for the presence of contemporary movement of bull trout amongst areas. These tests use the microsatellite genotypes of individual fish to assess the probability of individual fish that were sampled in one area being members of genetic populations in other areas (that is, they immigrated to the sample locality). Specifically, the exclusion tests uses the observed allele frequencies for each population, in turn, to construct a random distribution of multilocus genotypes (10,000 in the current case) to represent “the universe” of possible genotypes in each sampled population. The procedure then invites the question: “what is the probability of observing any sampled individual bull trout’s observed multilocus genotype in this simulated population of 10,000 genotypes?” If that probability for any particular bull trout is less than 5 percent (or more stringently 1 percent), that fish is “excluded” from the population being investigated. This simulation is done for each test population (and individual bull trout, in turn).
Estimates of Historical Genetic Connectivity

The MIGRATE analysis is based on a genealogical or “coalescent” approach (Allendorf and others, 2013, p. 129) to examine the relationships amongst DNA sequences or population samples based on allele frequencies backwards through time to a point where the samples were identical (that is, just before the point of divergence). The MIGRATE analysis based on microsatellite genotype frequencies, therefore, simulates the process of genetic drift and mutation backwards in time and derives estimates of critical parameters of populations that influence the pattern of divergence forward in time (effective population size, migration, and mutation—assuming no natural selection). If we assume that the mutation rate of the loci is equal among populations, it can effectively be ignored in the analysis (this is a reasonable assumption, there is no reason to suspect that different bull trout populations would have different mutation rates at microsatellite loci). The MIGRATE analysis produces, using maximum-likelihood (ML) or Bayesian procedures, estimates of $\theta$ (theta, $= 4N_e \mu$) and $M$ (the ratio of migration rate to mutation rate, $m/\mu$) along with 95-percent confidence limits for posterior distributions ($N_e$ is the effective population size and $\mu$ is the mutation rate). The product $\theta M$ is equal to the effective number of migrants per generation (Beerli, 2012). Such analyses are subject to a number of often very simplifying assumptions (for example, migration has been constant through time) that are unlikely to be met or fully met in natural populations. Nevertheless, some insights can be made at least from relative comparisons.

In the MIGRATE analysis, the 13 population samples were grouped into four areas to expedite analyses (which can be extremely intensive for multiple populations and loci); Salmo River Group (N = two sites), Priest River Group (N = five sites), Lake Pend Oreille Group (N = three sites), and Clark Fork/Blackfoot Rivers Group (N = three sites). The Bayesian and ML analyses produced approximate similar results under a variety of parameters (the general results did not change under these conditions) and all pointed to the same basic result—historical genetic connectivity, while detectable, is low (< 10 individuals per year), especially in the direction of Salmo River to upstream areas (< one individual per year, table A1). The greatest degree of inferred movement was either from areas upstream of Boundary Dam to the Salmo River, between the Priest River and Lake Pend Oreille systems, or from these systems to the Clark Fork/Blackfoot Rivers (table A1).

Table A1. Estimates of long-term gene flow between localities within the Pend Oreille River system (grouped by major drainage), Washington.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Salmo River</th>
<th>Priest River</th>
<th>Lake Pend Oreille</th>
<th>Clark Fork River</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salmo River Group</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priest River Group</td>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Pend Oreille Group</td>
<td>1.303</td>
<td>1.524</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Ford River Group</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Genetic Groupings and Admixture

The STRUCTURE analyses were run without locality priors, under a model of admixture, and allele frequencies correlated amongst localities and with 50,000 burn-in simulations followed by an additional 150,000 simulations, under hypothetical models of the number of genetic groupings that ranged from 1 to 20. The most likely number of genetic groups across the data set was \( K = 2 \) as determined by the \( \Delta K \) criterion of Evanno and others (2005). The \( K = 2 \) model tended to show that fish from Clearwater Creek (upper Salmo River), and fish from Lake Pend Oreille, the Clark Fork, and Blackfoot Rivers consisted almost exclusively of one genetic grouping, whereas bull trout from the Priest River watershed constituted fish from the other genetic group (fig. A1). Bull trout from the South Salmo River, Middle Fork East River, and Uleda Creek (Priest River), and upper Rock Creek (Clark Fork River) tended to have fish that were admixtures of both genetic groups. In the South Salmo River, admixed bull trout tended to be comprised largely of the genetic group found to predominate in the Lake Pend Oreille, Clark Fork, and Blackfoot Rivers. By contrast, fish from the Middle Fork East River were comprised largely of the genetic group that predominates in the Priest River system (fig. A1).

Figure A1. Results of STRUCTURE analysis (Falush and others, 2003) for bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) sampled from the Pend Oreille River system and assayed at 18 microsatellite loci (Patrick DeHaan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpub. data, 2013), Washington. Each fish is represented by a thin vertical line in which the height of each colored portion indicates the proportional genetic contribution (\( Q \)) from each of the two genetic groups ("red" and "green"). Population codes: 1 = Clearwater Creek (Salmo River), 2 = Middle Fork East River (Priest River), 3 = Uleda Creek (Priest River), 4 = Indian Creek (Priest Lake), 5 = South Salmo River, 6 = Gold Creek (Priest Lake), 7 = Upper Priest River (Priest Lake), 8 = Granite Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 9 = Trestle Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 10 = Johnson Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 11 = Upper Rock Creek, (Clark Fork River), 12 = Copper Creek (Clark Fork River), 13 = Albert Creek (Clark Fork River). Arrows indicate examples of admixed fish.
To get a better idea of where the admixture in the South Salmo River bull trout might have originated, the analysis was re-run using $K = 13$, one for each of the sample localities. Under this model, some South Salmo River bull trout still showed evidence of a small degree of admixture, largely from fish with genetic signatures characteristic of most fish from the Priest River system (specifically, Uleda Creek and the Middle Fork East River; fig. A2).

Figure A2. Results of STRUCTURE analysis (Falush and others, 2003) for bull trout (*Salvelinus confluentus*) sampled from the Pend Oreille River system and assayed at 18 microsatellite loci (Patrick DeHaan, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, unpub. data, 2013), Washington. Each fish is represented by a thin vertical line in which the height of each colored portion indicates the proportional genetic contribution ($Q$) from each of the 13 sample localities (1–13). Population codes: 1 = Clearwater Creek (Salmo River), 2 = Middle Fork East River (Priest River), 3 = Uleda Creek (Priest River), 4 = Indian Creek (Priest Lake), 5 = South Salmo River, 6 = Gold Creek (Priest Lake), 7 = Upper Priest River (Priest Lake), 8 = Granite Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 9 = Trestle Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 10 = Johnson Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), 11 = Upper Rock Creek, (Clark Fork River), 12 = Copper Creek (Clark Fork River), 13 = Albert Creek (Clark Fork River). Arrows indicate examples of admixed fish.

In summary, these analyses are consistent with the idea that there has been some small level of genetic connectivity between fish in at least the South Salmo River and areas upstream of the present location of the Boundary Dam. The bull trout from Clearwater Creek (upper Salmo River) are much more genetically homogeneous and show much less evidence of historical connectivity with upstream areas in the Pend Oreille system.

The genetic assignment tests revealed that all bull trout sampled from Clearwater Creek and the South Salmo River were assigned to their sample stream with 99–100 percent confidence (table A2). By contrast, 10 of 88 fish from the Middle Fork East River were assigned to Uleda Creek and 15 of 65 Uleda Creek fish were assigned to the Middle Fork East River. In addition, 3 of 95 fish from Granite Creek (Lake Pend Oreille) were assigned to other streams: 1 to the South Salmo River, 1 to Johnson Creek (Lake Pend Oreille), and 1 to Trestle Creek (Lake Pend Oreille). Finally, 1 of 48 fish from Johnson Creek was assigned to Trestle Creek. More stringent exclusion tests, however, showed that 3 fish in Clearwater Creek and 2 fish in the South Salmo River could be excluded as genetic members of those populations ($P < 0.05$, table A2). None of these fish could, however, be confidently assigned to any of the other sample localities, so although they may represent immigrants into Clearwater Creek and the South Salmo River their provenance cannot be determined from the available data (that is, there is no evidence that they might represent fish, or their recent descendants, that originate from entrainment through Boundary Dam). None of the several fish that were excluded at $P < 0.05$ from tributaries upstream of Boundary Dam could be assigned to either of the Salmo River populations (table A2). Presumably, fish that are excluded from a population, but not assigned to another, represent immigrants from systems that have not yet been assayed genetically or that we did not include in our analysis (for example, mainstream Salmo River or unsampled tributaries of the Priest River and Lake Pend Oreille systems (for example, 13 of 41 areas assayed were used in the present analyses). This analysis suggests that the two tributaries of the Salmo River are current demographically isolated from each other and, as expected, from areas upstream of Boundary Dam (Bettles and others, 2005; DeHaan and Ardren, 2007).
Table A2. Results of assignment tests for bull trout assayed at 18 microsatellite loci.

[Shown are the numbers of fish self-assigned to the locality where they were sampled (“Locality”), the numbers of fish from each sample locality assigned to other localities, the numbers of fish excluded (at P < 0.05) from the locality in which they were sampled, and the locality to which excluded fish were assigned (single fish unless otherwise indicated in parentheses). UNK = excluded fish could not be assigned to any of the 13 sample localities. NA = not applicable]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Number of fish self-assigned</th>
<th>Number of fish assigned to other localities</th>
<th>Number of fish excluded from home locality</th>
<th>Locality where excluded fish were assigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clearwater Creek</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Salmo River</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Fork East River</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Uleda Creek, UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uleda Creek</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Middle Fork East River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Creek</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Creek</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Upper Priest River (4), UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Priest River</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite Creek</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Trestle Creek, UNK (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trestle Creek</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Creek</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Trestle Creek, UNK (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Rock Creek</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper Creek</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UNK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Creek</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between Demographic Connectivity and Indirect Measures of Genetic Connectivity

Notwithstanding the analyses previously summarized that suggest some degree of historical genetic connectivity between bull trout from the Salmo River and areas upstream of Boundary Dam, genetic connectivity and demographic connectivity (that is, dispersal and ecological integration of fish between areas that is of relevance to the persistence of bull trout) are not necessarily closely related to one another. For instance and for the purpose of illustration, Hastings (1993) argued that populations that exchange fewer than 10 percent of their population sizes are effectively demographically asynchronous (implying some demographic independence) from one another. According to the narrow conditions described by Hastings (1993) (Lowe and Allendorf, 2010), a population of bull trout of 100
mature adults, receiving 9 or fewer individuals from another population would behave in such a way that suggested that its demographic trajectory was not influenced by those 9 immigrants. By contrast, the degree of genetic divergence between populations is measured by $F_{ST}$, the degree to which the total variation is allele frequencies is determined by interpopulation differences. Well known population genetic theory relates $F_{ST}$ to one indirect measure of interlocality dispersal at equilibrium by,

$$F_{ST} = 1/(4N_em + 1)$$

where

- $N_e$ is the effective population size of localities, and
- $m$ is the interlocality migration rate (and the product $N_em$ represents the number of migrants)(Lowe and Allendorf, 2010).

This expression assumes that migration between localities is random. That is, migration is equally likely to occur between localities regardless of how far apart they are geographically. Using this approach can severely underestimate the actual amount of migrants if nearby localities tend to be more similar genetically.

If one assumes a 9 percent migration rate ($m = 0.09$, same as example above) and an $N_e = 100$, $F_{ST} = 1/[(4(100)(0.09) + 1] = 0.027$ suggesting modest genetic distinction between populations. Many also would infer a significant degree of demographic independence from just such a level of genetic distinction (under $N_em = 9$ fish). If, however, the same $m$ was experienced in a population with an $N_e$ of 1,000, $F_{ST}$ would be much lower (0.0027, implying much less genetic distinction and more demographic interdependence) because even though the proportion of migrants was the same, 0.09, the actual number of migrants ($N_em = 1000\times0.09 = 90$) is much higher (Allendorf and Phelps, 1981). Consequently, the same proportion of migrants in the two scenarios results in different estimates of genetic connectivity (determined by differences in $N_e$). Conversely, one could observe the same measure of genetic connectivity as estimated by $F_{ST}$ under different demographic conditions of $N_e$ and $m$. The take away message is that without reasonable estimates of $N_e$ of potentially interacting populations, indirect genetic estimates (such as by $F_{ST}$) of demographic connectivity are problematic. Furthermore, even direct estimates of connectivity using genetic data (for example, by individual genetic assignment methods) are difficult to relate to demographic connectivity without an understanding of how such immigrants contribute, or if they even do, to vital rates of recipient populations (Lowe and Allendorf, 2010).

Overall, what this discussion suggests is that despite some evidence of historical genetic connectivity between bull trout from the Salmo River system and areas upstream of Boundary Dam, it is highly unlikely that such genetic connectivity was of significant demographic significance. In addition, without realistic estimates of key demographic parameters such as effective population size and the ecological contribution of immigrants to vital rates of recipient populations, it is impossible to estimate the potential demographic consequences of any genetic connectivity inferred from molecular genetic data (Lowe and Allendorf, 2010).
Genetic Divergence under Complete Isolation

An estimate of genetic divergence from a common gene pool by genetic drift as measured by $F_{ST}$ under complete isolation can be obtained from the expression:

$$F_{ST} = 1 - (1 - 1/2N_e)^t$$  \hspace{2cm} (A2)

where $N_e$ = effective population size and $t$ = time in generations (Nei and Chakravarti, 1977). Assuming an $N_e$ of only 100 bull trout and eight generations (approximately 40 years) since the closure of Boundary Dam yields an expected $F_{ST}$ of only 0.039 between Clearwater Creek/South Salmo River bull trout and upstream areas, yet a value more than four times higher (0.17) was observed (averaged across localities). Although effective population sizes have undoubtedly not been constant through time (which may influence degree of divergence), the overall average was likely higher than 100, which would make the expected $F_{ST}$ even smaller, suggesting the observed $F_{ST}$ has developed across historical times and not since dam closure.

Rieman and Allendorf (2001) estimated that the $N_e$ of a bull trout population is approximately 20 percent of the number of adults in a population. Therefore, an $N_e$ of 100 corresponds to a population with approximately 500 spawning adults.
Appendix B. Protocol for Delineating Patches of Suitable Habitat for the Rangewide Bull Trout Vulnerability Analysis

Patches on a landscape represent discrete locations that provide conditions suitable to support a life stage or entire life cycle of a species (Dunham and others, 2002b). In the case of bull trout, patches represent interconnected networks of streams with temperatures cold enough on a year-round basis to support spawning and early rearing. Determination of suitable thermal conditions is based largely on physiological and growth responses to temperature determined through laboratory experiments (Selong and others, 2001; Mesa and others, 2013) and associations between bull trout and temperature observed in broad-scale field studies (Dunham and others, 2003). Although bull trout can move widely outside of patches to utilize other habitats within or outside of stream networks on a seasonal or annual basis, patches represent the fundamental unit of the landscape that drive persistence of local populations (Dunham and others, 2002b).

Patch delineation was based on medium resolution National Hydrography Dataset (NHD; http://nhd.usgs.gov/) streams with modeled temperatures available at 1 km intervals, as provided by the NorWeST project (http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/NorWeST.html). Using these data, we ran an ArcGIS ModelBuilder model (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, California) that automatically delineates patches in streams based on contiguous reaches of cold water. This process takes several steps, outlined in order here.

First, streams are filtered to remove reaches with an estimated mean summer streamflow of less than or equal to 0.034 m$^3$/s (estimated using data from Wenger and others, 2010), which corresponds approximately to streams with widths unlikely to be used by bull trout (<2 m), based on Dunham and Rieman (1999). This purpose of this step is to remove patches with only small streams that are unlikely to support bull trout. Without this step literally hundreds of tiny patches can be generated within a given subbasin (eight-digit hydrologic unit code; Seaber and others, 1987).

After the streamflow filter was applied, remaining stream reaches were coded on the basis of their August mean temperature, predicted by the NorWeST effort. Stream reaches with predicted temperatures of 13°C or less were considered suitable, and coded as such. This temperature is near that for which maximum growth of bull trout fed on unlimited rations in laboratory conditions is observed, and far below temperatures at which bull trout begin to show signs of stress (Selong and others, 2001). In some cases, contiguous stream reaches that exceeded 13°C were bounded on upstream and downstream ends by reaches with predicted temperatures of 13°C or less. Accordingly, we needed a set of rules for determining whether to subsume these reaches into a patch or not based on: (1) the magnitude to which temperatures in such reaches exceeded 13°C, and (2) the distance over which such exceedances were observed. If the temperatures in a given reach bracketed by suitably cold reaches did not exceed 14.75°C, and the length of the reach was less than 4 km, we included this reach as part of the larger network within which it was embedded. If this distance was more than 4 km, the cold-water network was split by the warm patch. We coded stream reaches with predicted August mean temperatures greater than 14.75°C to be unconditionally unsuitable (regardless of distance). This upper threshold translates into an approximate 5 percent decrease in growth relative to the fastest rate of growth observed by Selong and others (2001).
Lakes and dams are special cases, and can override the temperature coding. If a reach or set of reaches that make up a lake intersects a suitable cold-water reach, those lake-coded reaches are recoded as suitable, regardless of the temperature of the lake. Wherever a dam lies within a stream reach, that reach is automatically coded as unsuitable, dividing potentially suitable patches into two or more. We identified dams from the Army Corps of Engineers National Inventory of Dams (http://geo.usace.army.mil/pgis/f?p=397:1:0), which provides complete coverage for the range of bull trout, but does not cover the entire range of natural and human caused barriers that exist on the landscape.

Finally, after all stream reaches were coded, we implemented a GIS buffering process to identify contiguous stream reaches and to number each individual “patch” consecutively to provide unique identifiers.